
EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE
Visitors Acknowledgement of Risks

In consideration of the services of EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE their officers, 
agents, employees, and stockholders, and all other persons or entities associated with those 
businesses (hereafter collectively referred to as “EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE”) I agree 
as follows: 

Although EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE has taken reasonable steps to provide me 
with appropriate equipment and instruction, so I can enjoy an activity for which I may not be 
skilled, EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE has informed me this activity is not without risk. 
Certain risks are inherent in each activity and cannot be eliminated without destroying the unique 
character of the activity. These inherent risks are some of the same elements that contribute to 
the unique character of this activity and can be the cause of loss or damage to my equipment, or 
accidental injury, illness, or in extreme cases, permanent trauma or death. EBIKE RENTAL 
VALLEY FORGE does not want to frighten me or reduce my enthusiasm for this activity, but 
believes it is important for me to know in advance what to expect and to be informed of the 
inherent risks. The following describes some, but not all, of those risks. 

Death                           Back Injuries                Saddle Soreness
Impact bruises             Joint Pain                      Soft tissue Strain
Broken Bones              Wrist, Arm, hand and neck pain
I am aware that riding an electric bike entails risks of injury or death to any participant. I 

understand the description of these inherent risks is not complete and that other unknown or 
unanticipated inherent risks may result in injury or death. I agree to assume and accept full 
responsibility for the inherent risks identified herein and those inherent risks not specifically 
identified. My participation in this activity is purely voluntary; no one is forcing me to 
participate, and I elect to participate in spite of and with full knowledge of the inherent risks. 

I acknowledge that engaging in this activity may require a degree of skill and knowledge 
different from other activities and that I have responsibilities as a participant. I acknowledge that 
the staff of EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE has been available to more fully explain to me 
the nature and physical demands of this activity and the inherent risks, hazards, and dangers 
associated with this activity. 

I certify that I am fully capable of participating in this activity. Therefore, I assume and 
accept full responsibility for myself, including all minor children in my care, custody, and 
control, for bodily injury, death, or loss of personal property and expenses as a result of those 
inherent risks and dangers identified herein and those inherent risks and dangers not specifically 
identified, and as a result of my negligence in participating in this activity. 



I  have carefully read, clearly understood, and accepted the terms and conditions stated herein 
and acknowledge that this agreement shall be effective and binding upon me, my heirs, assigns, personal 
representative, and estate and for all members of my family, including minor children. 

_______________________________ 
Signature

_____________________ 
Date

Signature of Parent of Guardian, if participant is under 18 years of age activity



EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE
Bicycle Rental Agreement

Renters Name  

Renters 
Phone  

    
Renters Birth 
Date  Renters Email  

    

Renters Address    
EBIKE Rental Valley Forge agrees to rent the following electric bicycle to Renter, 
upon the condition the Renter agrees to all terms and conditions set forth below 
(including the release of claims) and evidences that agreement with Renters 
signature below. The Electric bicycle shall be rented for the time specified as 
follows:

Bicycle ID  Bike Color  

    

Time OUT  Time IN  

    

Lock Number  Helmet Number  

Terms and Conditions                

1. Assumption of Risk -  RENTER acknowledges that the activities for 
which the electric bicycle is designed include inherent dangers, 
including the risk of bodily injury and / or death. RENTER assumes 
and accepts all risks associated with the use of the bicycle. ( See 
Visitor Acknowledgement of Risk Letter)



2. Acceptable Use. RENTER agrees and acknowledges the RENTER 
will be the sole operator of the electric bicycle, and will use the 
electric bicycle in a careful, safe and conscientious manner. 
RENTER shall at all times observe and adhere to any rules and 
guidelines posted and any applicable laws or regulations.

3. Prohibited Activities. RENTER shall not violate any of the following 
rules and regulations during RENTERS operation of the electric 
bicycle:

a. NO PASSENGERS are permitted on the bicycle
b. No Smoking on bicycle – it is important that both hands are 

free while operating electric bicycle.
c. No Alcoholic beverages are permitted while using electric 

bicycle.
d. Helmet must be worn during operation of bicycle.

4. Unsafe Use. If at any time the EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE 
determines that RENTER has engaged in an unsafe or hazardous use 
of the bike, EBIKE RENTAL VALLEY FORGE may immediately 
terminate the rental. If rental is terminated RENTER will not be 
refunded any monies.

5. Conditions of Electric Bicycle upon return. The RENTER shall 
return electric Bicycle to the designated return area clean and in the 
same condition as it was when given to RENTER. RENTER shall be 
responsible for any damaged caused to the electric bicycle during 
rental period. 

6. Late Return. If RENTER returns electric bicycle to designated area 
after rental period, the RENTER will be charged a full hour.

RENTER has read and agreed and understands all of the terms, conditions and 
rules set forth above and agrees with all terms without reservation 

RENTER  
 PRINT NAME

RENTER  
 Signature

DATE  




